
“Quite, safe and… propellant-less!”



The PAV is a lightweight airborne vehicle propelled by EmDrive thrusters and designed 

with sports car frame technology for low altitude operation as a two man air taxi. 



The PAV design is inspired from the helmet of Apollo 11 astronauts giving to the aircraft 

a vintage feel of the days when aeronautics was at the dawn of a wonderful era.



EmDrive is a new propulsion technology converting electrical energy directly into thrust.
With no propellant being used in the conversion process, this technology is non-polluting,
safe and quiet. The thrust from the EmDrive Motors engines is produced by the
amplification of the radiation pressure of an electromagnetic wave propagated through a
resonant waveguide assembly. EmDrive Motors technology allows low, very competitive,
budgets production of engines for the aerial transportation industries.



The PAV is to provide air taxi service in large cities throughout the world. The use of Liquid

Hydrogen as a renewable fuel offers green, clean operation with just water vapour and

cold hydrogen gas as exhaust. Flight characteristics give silent VTOL, and the very

important Urban Canyon operation, denied to any rotor driven competitor. Thus a true

point to point air taxi service can be offered, without the need to first travel to a heliport.



The maximum PAV take-off mass is 940kg, giving a maximum operating time of 2.5 hours

for full Liquid Hydrogen tanks, containing 2,400 litres. Maximum acceleration levels are

restricted to a comfortable 0.4g, whilst the maximum velocity is 230km/hr.

A 30 minute taxi flight covering Los Angeles area from any given pick-up location to any
delivery destination would cost an estimated $24 of LH2 which may well come down as
the hydrogen economy grows.

Luna PAV is to first be operated in Los Angeles city unfamous for its traffic jams… 



The Los Angeles Luna PAV taxi flight service will be based at Long Beach Airport and

operated by Luna Aircraft subsidiary, Luna Spaceways. The PAV fleet of 10 aircrafts by

2029 will be flown by as many pilots with a license delivered by the Civil Aviation Authority.

Long Beach Airport (LGB) was named one of the Top 10 small airports in the country in the USA.



Safety requirements for general aviation certification standards will be met by the eight

3G thrusters giving multiple redundancy, and allowing up to four to fail, whilst maintaining

lift. Standby LH2 tanks and batteries will give 10 minutes operation for any emergency

landing. The all solid state lift propulsion system, with no moving parts, ensures high

reliability with minimum maintenance.

3G thruster by Satellite Propulsion Research
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PAV controls and instrumentation (Part 1)

A modern glass cockpit type control panel be mounted on a freestanding binnacle in       
front of the pilot’s seat. 

The main instruments would be 2 digital screens similar to 14 inch laptop touch screens.
Although they would each be multifunctional, and therefore provide redundancy
suggesting the display would be :

Simple pilot controls based on flight proven drone control software 

would be incorporated. It is expected that autonomous operation   

would be rapidly adopted as an option.

Screen 1.
Flight control data
Navigation data

Screen 2.
Propulsion systems data
Fuel monitoring data
Power systems data
Communications configuration Based on SpaceX Dragon digital instruments.



PAV controls and instrumentation (Part 2)

In addition, as back up to the digital displays,          
there would be the standard aircraft instruments :

All connections to the controls and displays would be dual redundant digital cabling. NN

Altitude, Airspeed, Heading, Pitch and Roll.



A 70’s feel!
PAV Solo Model



The overall 5 years PAV R&D and Construction programme comprises four phases with a schedule illustrated in Fig.1.

The first phase is the development of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) to provide a demonstration of the lift

capabilities of second generation (2G) superconducting EmDrive technology. The UAV has a development programme

schedule of 18 months, and Budget of £20 Million.

12 months into phase 1, it is proposed to start a short Head-start work package, (Phase 2), to demonstrate the

principles of 3G EmDrive. This will be carried out using a linear air track to measure the UAV engineering model (EM)

thruster performance, under high acceleration conditions.

Once the UAV has completed a set of demonstration test flights, the PAV development programme, (Phase3), can start.

This will take an estimated 2 years, costing £100Million, and result in a first flight of a prototype air taxi. By year 5,

a PAV commercialisation programme will follow, with the aim of licensing a mass produced air taxi with an estimated

price of £60 thousand. The manufacturing process will be similar to that used for a current hydrogen fuelled car.

Fig.1

R&D, Construction & Budget



Funding the £20 Million Phase 1 of the development programme is planned by Luna Aircraft with its promotional         

partner, Kermyl Communication. The strategy is to create converging dynamics around the production of the UAV,      

Unmanned Air Vehicle. These dynamics presented  in the diagram above, include,                                               

a) POC : the Proof Of Concept the UAV validates, is the step prior to moving into the PAV £100 Million Phase 3,               

b) Movie : the UAV “true story” is key to the feature film production “Luna Aircraft” which pre-production cost              

includes the £20 Million Phase 1 budget,                                                                                                    

c) Show : the UAV is to become the first “Gravity Controlled Vehicle” attraction presented, year long, in Las Vegas.

UAV

POC

MOVIE SHOW

Funding £20 Million Phase 1

Designed by
Movie / Salvation TV series

POC / EmDrive testing equipment

While Las Vegas celebrates       
Star Trek, a little star might      
steal the show!... 
Partner : Scroggins Aviation

Hollywood has already embraced the         
EmDrive concept. The UAV is about this 
propulsion technology happening for real!
Partner : One of Hollywood “Majors”.

In 2016, NASA peer-reviewed its POC.        
By 2027 Luna Aircraft UAV achieves lift-off!
Partner : SPR Ltd. Show / Sci-Fi Tech live in Vegas!



Funding the £100 Million Phase 3 & 4 of the PAV development programme is an elaborate business/legal phase. Auto-

motive industrial major players will be approached by Luna Aircraft and its legal team to either join as manufacturers

in these R&D phases or enter into a licensing agreement to benefit the positive changes EmDrive technology bring.

Funding £100 Million Phases 3 & 4

With around 100 millions vehicles produces yearly worldwide and 70% being cars, the seen above manufacturers

should seek their best interest and that of their customers by being the first to provide EmDrive equipped vehicles.

Satellite Propulsion Research (SPR Ltd.) EmDrive patent.





www.lunaaircraft.com


